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BLIND ALUMNUS' 
UNUSUAL CAREER 
lmmeln, '23, to Attend 
Harvard. 
KNEELAND, '22, TELLS 
OF CORFU SITUATION 
Alumnus in Relief Work 
Writes President Ogilby. 
CAPTAIN OF 1923 TEAM FOIOTBALL TRAlNING AT NIANTIC 
PREPARES ELEVEN FO'R SEASON 
.......................... Thirty-Three Candidates 
TRINITY F OOTBALL At Pre-Season Camp 
Herman M. Immeln who attained 
the two-fold distinction of COiniPlet-
ing the four-year course for the 
Bachelor of A1-ts degree in three 
years and winning the Mary A. Terry 
Fellowship, the highest honor offer-
ed by the college-all this despite the 
handicap of total blindness-left Hart-
ford Monday for Cambridge, Mass ., 
where he intends to take a year's 
graduate course in sociology as can-
didate for the degree of Master of 
Arts at Harvard. 
P resident Ogilby has received a 
letter from H~mry T. Kneeland, '22, 
who is doing relief work in the bom-
barded secto·r of Corfu. Although 
the communication is entirely unoffi-
cial, Kneeland gives some first -hand 
information on the situation in 
Greece. The letter, which is dated 
August 15, follows: 
SCHEDULE. 
: Sept. 29-Conn. Aggies at Hart- : JOHNSON OUT OF GAME 
ford . FROM SCRIMMAGE HURTS 
• Oct. 6- W·orcester Tech. at • 
Hartford. • Outlook Favorable for 
Dear Doctor Ogilby : 
• Oct. 13-Lowell Textile at Hart- • 
ford. Opening Game of Slate 
"Your -letter reached me in Corfu 
and it was good to hear from you. I 
should like to have seen the times at 
the Centennial. 
Oct. 20-Hobart at Binghamton, 
N.Y. 
On Tuesday, September 4, the ad-
• vance squad of Coach "Spud" Drew's 
Besides his Trinity honors, ImmeJ.l}. 
possesses a scholarship grahted him 
by the State Board of Education of 
the Blind as a reward for his work 
in that field, and has been offered 
complete remission of tuition charges 
by the Harvard faculty. 
• Oct. 27-Union at Hartford. • new football •team reported to the 
• Nov. 3- Bates at Lewiston, • pre-season training camp at Niantic, 
"The past year has been full of in-
teresting things for me. Constanti-
nople is a marvelous place and I only 
touched it-the mist of affairs carried 
me out of Turkey to Greece in No-
vember. Wle have had our hands full 
Maine. • Conn. The Bayview Hotel was the 
• Nov. 10-.A!mherst at Amherst, • Trinity headquarters. Assisting 
Mass. • "Spud" in the modelling of the new 
• eleven were "Ike" Wiolley, captain of 
Immeln's history is one of great with so many orphans and refugees. 
interest and illustrates his tenacious I came to Corfu with a shipload the 
determination to succeed in spite of first of Decemfber and had the work 
his multifarious handicaps. He was of settling in Corfu. We had 2,700 
born in Milwaukee twenty-eight years and very little equipment to take care 
ago with perfect sight in both eyes. of them. The work has included 
\\'lhen he was six years old he be- nearly everything imaginable--ship-
came numbered among the victims of ping, medical, clothing, feeding and 
that phase of the "glorious Fourth" educational. We were deluged with 
which is fortunately being forgotten orphans who came in pitiful condition 
by American children; in examining a from far points like Mersene, and 
skyrocket which had failed to func - Pontus-of course they brought dis-
tion, he stooped over it as it went ease--and for weeks we raced disin-
off. He lost the sight of the right fection to prevent typhus. There were 
eye. He moved with his family to 600 cases-enough, I can assure you. 
Hartford a year after the accident. Refugees lead a dog's life-it's the 
(Courtesy "Hartford Courant.") 
STANLEY L. KENNEDY. 
NEWELL, '2 3, MARRIES 
OFFICE SECRETARY 
Composer of Music of 
1923 Show a Benedict 
When he was 12 years old and most miserable thing on earth-the 
about to graduate from the Farm HH! deportation of people. To uproot a 
School in Middletown he lost the sight million people and put them in a coun-
of the other eye under peculiar cir- try as poor as Greece presents prob-
cumstances. While he and a group !ems beyond solving. Greece is doing 
of his school mates were playing ball her best; she is trained in this sort of Miss A. Marie Blinn of Farming-
at Lake View Park a thunder storm thing. But what a mess it all is. ton, formerly secretary to Doctor 
came up. The boys scampered f.or Has the world ever seen such rotten Edgar F . Waterman, treasurer of the 
the shelter of an old car stalled near- diplomacy as that in ·the Near East? college, and I. Laird Newell , '23, of 
by. Immeln remembers grasping the It takes away a great deal of one's Middletown, were married Thursday, 
handle of the car, seeing a flash of sympathy for France to watch her August 30, in Farmington. 
lightning and hearing the sound of a maneuvers out here. However doubt- Newell transferred from Wesley·an 
crash. He regained consciousness af- ful the position of Greece in the last fal l. He was C·ollege organist 
ter nearly a whole day to find the Smyrna area, it was certainly cold- and the composer of the musical num-
sight of his left eye gone and the blooded to help the Turks bring on bers of the sub-freshman show of 
corresponding side of his face so lac- what was easy enough to foresee-- last year, "The Trinity Passing Show 
erated that it was believed he could massacre and the later refugee situa- of 1923." He is a member of the 
not live. It is his belief and that of tion. And France has not helped Wesleyan Chapter of Delta Upsilon. 
everyone concerned that he was struck since, even wlhen asked. Well, life is Mr. and Mrs. Newell are living in 
by lightning. An odd fact is that too short to develop likes and dis- Hartford, and Mr. Newell expects to 
while the left side of his face was likes but not all virtue is found in resume his studies at college. 
badly injured, the right side did not one place--That's sure. • •••• • ••••••••••••••• • ••• 
reveal the slightest scratch. "I am taking a two-JWeeks' vacation • 
He had been blind hardly a month and came to Proviso yesterday morn- • Thursday, Sept. 20, 5 p. m. : 
when, determined that his misfortune ing. It's a queer little place in Ep·i- Christmas term opens with 
... .... .. .... ........ . 
AGGIES PREP ARE FOR 
GAME WITH TRINITY 
Only Twenty-Six Report for 
Opening Practice. 
Twenty-six candidates for the 
Storrs' eleven reported to Coach Doyle 
on September 10. Assisting Doyle 
are Louis Alexander, Freshman 
Coach, S. H . Daley, Trainer, and Ar-
thur Mitchell, former Connecticut 
Captain. The squad has been going 
through three sessions daily. Signal 
practice, punting and discussion of 
plays and rules constituted the W'Ork-
outs. Scarcity of veterans, and the 
one-year rule make the prospects of 
a winning aggregation seem small, 
but Coach Doy·le is placing his hopes 
on new material. Among the vete-
rans who d·on the moleskins this year 
are the Eddy brothers, "Wally" 
Moreland, and Captain "Red" O'Neil. 
Moreland will undoubted.!y be at quar-
ter this year with Maxon Eddy of 
Simsbury doing the kicking. Captain 
O'Neil, chief factor in Trinity's down-
fall last year, is firm in his inten-
tions •to repeat his victory in the 
opening game with Tri·nity on Sep-
tember 29. 
FORMER TRIPOD HEAD 
WEDS GREENWICH GIRL 
should not interfere with his educa- rus-<iirty and full of poverty. My : chapel service, followed by run- : Ceremony Held in Chapel He 
tion, he entered the Connecticut primary interest was to see Nicopolis • ning of the gauntlet by fresh- • 
School for the Blind, then located on -the Roman city built by Augustus • men. Attended in College. 
Asylum Avenue. His education there Caesar to celebrate the victory over • Friday, Sept. 21, 1.45 p. m. : 
was a process of rehabilitation, learn- Antony and Cleopatra at Actium. • • Freshman class meeting; • A wedding took place in the college 
ing to read and write anew. He spent The remains are really very fine : election of officers. • chapel on Saturday, Septemlber 8, 
three years at the school, then enter- though .seldom visited. There are • • when M.iss Dorothy E. Seymour, 
ed the Perkins Institute for the Blind huge brick walls standing which I • Saturday, Sept. 22, 1.45 p. m.: • daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sey-
at Watertown, Mass. He completed climbed to explore the passage. There • Freshman class meeting to • mour of Greenwich, was married to 
the four-year high school course there are two theatres-the larger of which : discuss "Bloody Monday" : Robert D. Byrnes·, '22, former editor-
in two years, besides learning to play is one of the best preserved Roman • scraps. • in-chief of THE TRIPOD. President 
the piano and taking up piano tuning theatres. I found an extraordinary • Monday, September 24: • Ogilby perrormed the marriage cere-
and repairing. Interested in music, bit of mosaic flooring on the site of a • "Bloody Monday"; Bulletin • mony. 
he spent another year at Perkins In- Bysantine church. As one looks : Board rush in the afternoon, • Byrnes was prominent in college 
stitute in the normal school of music. down upon the plain from the theatre : rope rush in the evening, fol- : activities during his undergraduate 
When Imm.eln returned to Hartford the plan of the city is quite evident- • lowed by parade of student body • years. During his senior year he was 
he taught the piano and did piano it stretched from the Amlbracian Gulf : to former site of the college • editor-in-chief of THE TRIPOD and 
tuning and repairing work for the to the !onion Sea, and with its turret- • (State Ca1pitol) and smoker in • in his junior year served as manag-
local music houses. At this time he ed walls, palaces, temples and sta- • the Union. • ing editor. He was also an associate 
formed his own orchestra, playing in dium it must have been glorious . editor of the 1922 "Ivy" and contrib 
l
·t and led 
1
-t. • Saturday, Sept. 29, 2.30 p. m.: : -
"Th" · I t t d f y uted to the 1921 and 1923 editions. 
IS mornmg s ar e rom ·am- • Football game with Connec- : 
In 1917 he went to New Yoork to ina by motor 'bus and we were six • ticut Agricultural College on the • 
attend the Danquard player action hours on the way by very mountain- : athletic field. 
piano school, where he mastered the ous roads. The country is excessive- • 
entire construction, mechanism and ly burned and the first view of the • 
repairing of mechanical pianos. He lake of Y.amina is like a ·bit of the sky • 
was the first blind man ever admitted itself. It's very lovely w:ith the fort-
to the school and the only one to ress of Ali Pasha looming up and the 
graduate; he was one of the fifty-six slender mnnarets on all sides. It's • 
(Continued on page 3.) (Concluded on page 4,) 
Thursday, October 4, 5 p. m. : 
End of fraternity rushing pe- • 
riod; fraternities give invita-




He was a member of the college sen-
ate and served on several commit-tees. 
His fraternity is Alpha Tau ~aTf'' 
Byrnes ,_ -
' -· 
the 1916 team, and "Bob" Sinnott, of 
last year's outfit. Thirty-three can-
didates reported at the camp. The 
training camp, which was the first 
held in several years, was made pos-
s~ble through the generosity of the 
Hartford Alumni Association. The 
fortnight spent in preparing for the 
1923 season was successful in every 
respect, and Coach Drew's proteges 
are prepared for what is hoped to be 
one of the best seasons in years. 
The initial work-out took place on 
Wednesday morning on t he Camp 
Hines parade ground. Coach Drew is 
an advocate of calisthenics as an es-
sential to football training, and the 
first few days were mainly devoted 
to setting-up exercises and grilling 
in the elemental points of the game. 
Evenings were given over to black-
board lectures on the technique of 
football. 
The program for the day opened 
at 7.30 a. m. with the sonorous tones 
of a cow-bell wielded by the husky 
arm of "Cleo", the Bayview heart-
breaker. The diet of t he aspirants 
was stringently regulated. Morning 
practice took place from 9.30 to 11.30, 
consisting of calisthenics, running 
down punts and passes, and charging 
by the linemen. Lunch-and a very 
light one it was for the weary grid-
ders-was served at 1~:30 . Ai'\ter-
noon roll call was read at 3. At the 
afternoon sessions Coach Drew drilled 
the backfield and ends in offensive 
and defensive blocking, passing, punt-
ing and o·ther tactics, while "Ike" 
Woolley put the linemen through of- . 
fensive and defensive work-outs. A 
dip in the sound took the place .of 
the customary cold shower. A sub-
stantial meal was served at 6.30. 
Skull practice was held from 8.15 to 
9, and taps were sounded at Hl. 
On Friday Coach Drew lined up his 
cohorts in · football formation for the 
first time. Meanwhile there had 
been ominous doings near the bar-
racks. A scaffold had been erected 
and "Herb" Noble, the heartless as-
sistant manager strung by his neck 
a decapitated fellow known to all 
footballists as Joe Dummy. Joe took 
a terrific drubbing at the hands of 
Captain Kennedy, Noble and O'Brien. 
in fact, so ruthlessly_ maltreated was 
Joe that he shed shredded wheat on 
the second day and had to have 
stitches taken in his left shoulder by 
Assistant Coach Woolley. 
On Sunday came the first lay-off 
since the opening of the camp. The 
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TO THE FRESHMlN CLASS 
OF 1927. 
In welcoming you to Trinity Col-
lege, I want to do mQre than extend 
to you greetings in the name of this 
one educational institution, Y o11 are 
one of many groups of young men 
of your age who are at this time en-
tering college, and though the out-
ward expression of the loyalty you 
are pledging is to a single institu-
tion, you all of you, at Cambridge, 
New Haven, Ithaca, here and in every 
college town, are pledging yourselves 
to a larger loyalty, the Pursuit of 
Learning. 
This mysterious thing, "a c-ollege 
education", is something more than 
an attempt on your part to increase 
y-our earning capacity by the acqui-
sition of technical knowledge. Wheth-
er you have consciously expressed it 
to yourselves or not, your coming to 
college is an evidence of the convic-
tion of our race that hope for the 
future of the world lies in increased 
knowledge. Those who will lead you 
in this Pursuit .of Learning, those 
whose generous lives made this col~ 
lege possi-ble, yQur parents and those 
who are aiding you, all have a faith 
in the truth. In the name, therefore, 
of all the educators of this country, 
we fling open to you the portals of 
knowledge that you, Freshmen, may 
enter to grow in wisdom. 
R. B. OGILBY. 
A REGRETTABLE MISHAP. 
der, either has never played football 
himself or else is ignorant Qf the fad 
that tackles have been, :;~re, and will 
be missed as long as football is play-
ed. Further, he fails to discern that 
most tackles are missed, not through 
the clumsiness of the would-be tack-
ler, but through the cleverness of the 
runner. On another occasion when 
our interferel'S fail to 'clean up' the 
opposing end rush, he caustically re-
marks 'pretty bum attempt', not in 
the least recognizing that the end in 
question had by the use of his hands 
on the interferers' bodies, succeeded 
in ridding himself of them and, by 
a super1b tackle, dow.ned the runner 
for a loss. The lesson he should 
learn, then, is to give credit when 
and where it properly belongs. 
"A penalty f·or holding is incurred 
by our team. The referee, with ball 
in hand, starts pacing ·off fifteen 
yard•s. 'Robber!' yells our sports-
man-like neighbor. Aside from his 
unseemly remark, he is evidently ig, 
norant of the fad that it is the um-
pire who inflicts penalties of this 
nature and that in this case, the ref-
eree is simply canying out the ver-
dict of the umpire. Be it known, 
then, that the main duties of the 
referee have to do with the movement 
of the ·ball, while those of the umpire, 
assisted by the field judge, have ju-
risdiction over the conduct of the 
play-ers. The decisions of the offi-
cials are always given honestly and, 
in the great majority of cases, cor-
rectly. Booing or complaining of ac-
tions has no place in any amateu1· 
sport, albeit that it seems to have 
become a pri.vilege for the frenzied 
fan at professional baseball games. 
"This same individual is also apt to 
criticise loudly the quarterback for 
not doing otherwise .than he did. 
Comes a critical situation. Which of 
the three arms of attack shall our 
quarterback employ? A kick, run or 
pass? He decides on Qne and the 
defense completely foil the attempt. 
M11.·. Know-it-all at once shrieks his 
disapproval, 'punk judg>ment.' 
"To him I address the following: 
Kindly realize that the quarte11back 
is a mere boy of twenty odd years; 
that, like as not, this is his first 
champi·onship game (under the pres-
ent eligibility rules, it cannot be more 
than his third); that he has been 
playing almost an hour agains-t a 
rough and rugged team and has re-
ceived many hard blows and falls that 
would have made either you or me 
quit long ago; that althougJl he has 
had an intensive training in the com-
parative quiet of secret practice, yet 
please know that it is quite a differ-
ent matter to put into effect what 
has been taught him when eleven 
burly opponents are, figuratively 
speaking, endeavoring to beat his 
brain out and fifty to seventy thou-
sand people are helping him to think 
straight by yelling their heads off. 
"And, finally, Mr. Smarty, that you 
may to some small degree appreciate 





Note-The fQllowing fraternities 
compose the Interfraternity Council: 
Alpha Chi Rho, Alpha Tau Kappa, 
Delta Kappa Epsilon, Delta Phi, Delta 
Psi, Psi Upsilon and Sigma Nu. 
1-N o man shall be pledged to any 
fraternity until he shall have been an 
undergraduate at Trinity College for 
fourteen days. 
2-(a) Each house shall entertain 
those fres·hmen with whom it has had 
correspondence or have friends in 
that house before introducing them 
to other crowds. 
(b) The chairman of the rushing of 
each house shall be responsible for 
seeing that every freshman is intro-
duced .at every other house. 
3-(a) A,t 5 o'clock on the last day 
of the no-pledging period, new men 
will gather in AUumni Hall. At that 
time each fraternity shall issue din-
ner invitations to those undergrad-
uates it desires to bid. 
(b) Each man receiving an invita-
tion must return all bids within an 
hour after he has obtained his invita-
tion. The acceptance shall be depos-
ited in a box to be placed in some po-
sition to be designated by the Inter-
fraternity Council; any .other invita-
tions shall be returned at this time. 
In case a man is not ready to accept 
a bid he shall return all invitations 
and is considered to be free to accept 
the pledge of any fraternity. 
(c) No fraternity man shall speak 
with the new men from the rtime in-
vitations are i'!;sued until he arrives 
at dinner. 
(d) The Interfraternity Council 
shall be in charge of the distribution 
of invitations which shall be uniform, 
and shall be prepared by the council. 
These Tules became effective on 
their adoption. Under these rules 
will be conducted the rushing and 
pledging of every new man at Trinity 
College. 
A resolution to that effect that: 
HYPOTHESIS ON ORIGIN .......................... 
OF LIFE BY ALUMNUS : COLLEGE DAYS CALL • 





We want e very student to • 
"As red-hot-ness cools its very proc- • know that our :Men' Fur- • 
ess of cooling creates protoplasm", • nishing S ection, main floor, • 
is the basis of an embryonic hypothe- • has a splendid collection of 
sis advanced by Soo.bury Doane Brew- • 
• Ties, Shirts, Socks, and oth- • 
er, '82, who has published a pamphlet • 
entitled, "The Origin of Life", pre- er e ential that add great- • 
paratory to the elaboration of his : ly to one 's appearance. New, 
convictions pertaining to this scien- • fresh stock that will appeal • 
tific subject. Mr. Brewer's prefatory • a soon a s een. 
four-pa.ge pamphlet has been puob- • You are invited to view 
Lished by him with the end in view 
of obtaining the criticisms of men : and admire and select. 
with a scientific turn of mind. 
Mr. Brewer states that the mental • 
composition of his theory of the 
origin of life on this sphere took • 
place at precisely 6.30 p. m., standard • 
Brown, Thomson 
& Company 
time, August 9, 1923, at Lake George, • • 
N. Y. He says that his reading of ~~<M~·~·W>• ~·~·~·W>• ~·~·~·W>·~·~·~·M>• ~·~·~·M>·~·>®· 
Samuel Butler's "God, Known and 
Unknown", inspired the thoughts that 
led to his conception of the origin of ~·$W>~~<M~~~~<W~W>~~<W~ 
life. Butler's statement that "there • 
is· no living organism untenanted by • 
God, nor any Spirit of God perceiv- • 
able by man apart from organism em- • 
bodying and expressing it" seemed to 
coincide with his ·opinions that "each • 
thi-ng is composed of certain combi-
nations and permutations that are • 
different from the combinations and • 
permutations of every •other thing • 
that exists" and that God is "the sum 
of .all permutations * * * that one • 
eternal basic thing.'' 
"Butler", Mr. Brewer says in his • 
pamphlet, "amplifies the idea that • 
imagines the whole earth to be God; • 
and, if I remember correctly, ima- • 
gines that each and every astronomi- • 
cal body has, in the same manner, its • 
own God, too; and so, finally, (still 
drawing his analogy fr-om the mass 
of cells in the human body, and from 
NEW FALL STYLES! 
-Looser Coats! 
-Wider Trousers. 
S~e the best expre ions • 
of the new mode in Hors- • 
fall-made, Ready-for-ser- : 
vice clothe 
HORSFAL[S 
93-99 ~/urn Street 
"It Pays To Buy Our Kind." 
the mass of leaves on a tree) he im-
agines this inconceivable, this count-
less as·tronomical collection of all 




A properly cut dinner coat i 
(a) A man breaking his pledge to "For some reason Butler did not 
any fraternity would be ineligible to carry out his analogy as completely n eces ary for every man and it' 
accept an invitart:ion to join another to the end as I have done it here for correct for nearly eve ry evening 
fraternity, until one college term has him. occasion. Here are perfectly cut 
expired. "So far, while writing this article, 
I h · d h h h h evening clothes by Society Brand. And that (b) it was to the best ave tne to s ow w at t oug ts 
interests of the college and the fresh- were passing through my mind, as Als o medium w eight overcoat , 
men that Off Campus rushing be dis- I read Butler's 1booklet. It wlill read- tl f · h smar y cut, or e 1t er e vening or 
com·aged, as it was considered detri- ily be seen that my brain was work-
mental to scholarship, college life, ing very actively. day w ear. 
and as it does not present a true op- "Finally, (as I reached page 57, 
portunity of judging a crowd. where he says that 'the world was •at 
William G. Brill, '23, editor-in-
chief of THE TRIPOD last year, is 
a member of the city staff of the 
"Hartford Courant.'' Robert Plumb, 
'23, has also joined the staff during 
the past summer. · 
one time red~hot, and there can have 
been no living being upon it. Nor is 
it conceiva•ble that matter in which 
there is no life-inasmuch as it was 
infinitely hotter than the hottest in-
fusion which any living germ can 
support-could gradually come to ibe 
alive without impregnation from a 
living parent') a thought occurred to 
6.fOX ~fO. 
Incorporated 
MEN'S CLOTHES SHOP 
Fifth Floor 
THE TRIPOD staff joins with the 
undergraduate body in its keen re-
gret for the unfortunate accident of 
Marius P. Johnson. Johnson has 
been the m1ainstay of the track team 
during his two years at college, and 
las't year, in his first experience in 
football, he developed into a fas.t 
backfield man. He was seriously in-
jured in thEl Amherst game, but in 
spite of the accident reported early 
this year for early practice. We ad-
mire his grit and spirit. 
I give you for correct solution the =============================== me that it might be the very red-hot- ---------------
ness itself that created the germ of 
TO A PERENNIAL PEST 
following problem: Assume that you 
are standing in that quarterback'·s 
shoes; thart; your team has, by virtue 
of super-human effort, Qr through 
your own cleverness, if you prefer, 
reached the enemy's two-yard line. 
'fhe position of the ball is unfortu-
nately well toward the side-line; it 
is the fourth down and goal line to 
go. The score is 6 to 3 against you 
and the Field Judge has just told you 
that there is less than two minutes 
to play in the final period of the 
game. 
Apropos of the beginning of the "Let me assist you in your reason-
football season is the foUowing ex- ing, as you stand there with your 
cerpt from Percy D. Haughton's well- reputation quaking in the balance. 
written little book, "Football and You will notice that the enemy's line 
How to Watch It.'' is greatly reinforced by two half. 
"A:t every game of football there · backs Wlho have quite rightly station-
sits, usually within earshot, an indi- ed themselves directly behind their 
vidual who persists in venting his two tackles, and look at the do or die 
feelings against the players on the expression on the faces of those three 
- · · ...... __ ' "~nter~men. The flank;s are also 
' hv two wing halfbacks, 
- '1 nass zone 
, the 
narrow strip of legal territory, and 
remember that it is only necessary 
for them to bat the ball away from 
y•our receivers to constitute a touch-
back, in which case y-our goose is 
cooked. Somehow, the space between 
the goal posts appears unusually nar-
row as you consider trying to tie the 
score by kicking a drop goal, just as 
that golf hole looks the size of a 
pin head when you have a four-foot 
putt for a halved match on the eigh-
teenth gTeen. 
" 'I have it,' you say in faked calm-
ness, 'Even if I fail in my rush, the 
enemy will be compelled to punt from 
an awkward position, and we can 
make a fair catch and then tie the 
score by kicking a placement.' 
"'Well, as long as you have decided 
on a rush, which one are you going 
to use? Go ahead and do something 
quickly, or the referee will penalize 
you two yards for delaying the game, 
and finally remember that of the 
three · arms of attack, only one can 
""~ used in this last remaining try; 
•...,re, theoretically, the odds are 
~ against your successfully 
whatever you attempt. 
~!' , 
life. 
"For example: take the flamin.g 
gasses of any astronomical body, as 
of the sun today. As the astronomi-
cal body ages, the flaming gasses 
will become cooler and cooler, just 
as also will .the sun's gasses even-
tually, and as did the earth's gasses 
in the prehri.storiG times. •of proto-
plasm. Then, when those gasses 
have reached a very much lower tem-
perature than the g>asses on the sun . 
have today-but a temperature which 
exceeds ·any tempera:ture in Wlhich 
any thing, alive on the earth today, 
could live-then, with' all ·the accom-
panying moisture that would be pres-
ent,. there might be created the germs 
of various kinds of living matter. 
"Think of the innumerable permu-
tations and c-ombinations that would 
be possible! Even a variation in tem-
perature, today, on the earth causes 
different results. For example: 
water is composed of a certain com-
bination of elements,-as is also air. 
If the temperature of the air varies 
either one way or the other, if it is 
either hotter or colder, so does the 
appearance of the water vary; and 
(Concluded on page 4.) 
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S. FELLOWSHIPS FOR 
FRENCH UNIVERSITIES 
In order to provide an enduring 
memorial for the one hundred and 
twenty-seven Field Service men who 
gave their lives to the Cause, and in 
order to perpetuate among future 
THE TRIPOD 
ATWOOD COLLINS, Chair. Board of Trustees. generations of French and American 
FRANK L. WILCOX, Vice-Chairman Board of youth the mutual understanding and 
Trus tees (Trinity '80). 
cates established and granted by each 
of the French universities to proper-
ly qualified foreign students are to 
be distinguished from the state de-
grees, diplomas and certificates, 
which, generally speaking, are acces-
sible only to students holding the pre-
ceding or Iower degree from a French 
university. The degrees, diplomas 
and certificates conferred 'bY the uni-
versities themselves, and in their own 
name, serve to attest studies pursued 
for which the state has created no for-
mal approval; or, again, they put up-
on the same studies as those pursued 
f<>r the corresponding degrees of the 
state a stamp of equal value, but not 
conferring the right to practice in 
France the professions for which the 
latter is required. 
JOHN o. ENDERS, President. fraternity of spirit which marked 
A REAL BOOK SHOP 
Edwin Valentine Mitchell 
their relations during the war, an or-
gamzation has been established, 
known as the A!merican Field Service 
Fellowships for French Universities, 
formerly the Society for American 
Fellowships in French Universities. 
This organization proposes to award 
BOOKSELLER, PUBLISHER AND fellowships for advanced study in The requirements for the various 
doctorates vary somewhat in each 
field of study and in each of the uni~ 
varsities, but in general the term o~ 
study is two years or more. Regu-
larly matriculated students who do 
not desire to proceed to a degree, but 
wlho wish to receive credit for work 
pursued in the French uniVJersities, 
may obtain certificates of proficiency, 
certificats d' assiduite, in the forms 
adapted to the various courses of 
study. 
PRINT DEALER France to students selected from 
American colleges, universities, and 
technical establishments and occa-
27 Lewis Street, Hartford. 
sional fellowships for French students 
in American universities. These fel-
lowships will, when endowed, be 
named after th'e men of the American 
mEw. G. SIMMONS CORP. Field Service wtho died 'in France; and 
it is intended, if sufficient funds can 
Exclusive Agents for 
STETSON and "J. & M." 
SHOES FOR MEN 
be obtained, to n·ame a fellowtship in 
memory of each one of these men. 
It has been long felt that advanced 
American students, who continuing 
their studies in Europe, have not 
availed themselves to any adequate 
extent of the great advantages offer-
ed by the French universities in every 
The Society of Airnerican Field Ser-
vice Fellowships for French Universi-
ties is prepared to assist the move-
ment of American students to French 
48 to 58 Pratt St., Hartford. field of science and learning. The 
main reasoh has been that these have 
universities by the award each year, 
on the basis of national competition, 
of a limited number of fellowships to 
competent graduates of American 
universities. Announcements will be 
made from time to time of the num-
ber of fellowships available, and of 
their value, which, on account of the 
present instability of exchange, may 
be altered from year to year. 
not sufficiently been brought to their 
J. FRED 1BITZER. JR. attention. It ·is, therefore, proposed 
Agent for the Celebrated Hamilton to encouDage the development of a 
and Gruen Watches. body of university scholars who by 
Diamonds, Jewelry, Clocks, Silverware personal acquaintance with French 
Fine Repairing achievements will be in a position to 
19 Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn. restore in aH branches of American 
public opinion the just status of 
French science and learning and a 
CHAMBERLIN'S 
MEN'S WEAR 
better appreciation of the place of 
France in the leadership of the world. 
The opportunities afforded in the 
French universities in all branches 
THE UNION IN THE 
COLLEGE COMMUNITY 
65-67 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn. of learning are described in the vol-
ume entitled "Science and Learning In an electrical power system the 
in France," issued in 191 'T, with the switch-board is a very important unit. 
G F W f• }d & C collaboration of one hundred Ameri- No useful work is performed there, • • af 1e 0. can scholars, by the Society for but it is there tlhat all the individual 
Booksellers and 
Stationers 
American Fellowships in French Uni- factors in the system meet; there the 
varsities. control of the system takes place, and 
The American Field Service Fellow- there it is that the different branch-
77-79 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn. ships have been established to pro- es of the system get the motive force 
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mote this object. While it is planned direct from the generator. There, 
by this direct method to secure among also, are meters by wihich one can 
American scholars a better apprecia- ascertain the power giving qualities 
tion of the contributions of the of each circuit. 
French universities to science and It is a function of a nature some-
learning, it is also hoped that thr.ough thing like this that the Union has to 
such fellowships the peoples of the perform in College life. The confess-
world who cherish the same ideals of ed purpose of the College Union is 
democracy, justice and liberty · will to offer opportunities for social rae-
CALHOUN SHOW PRINT be helped to know one another better, reation-a meeting place for the dif-
DIGNAM & WALSH, Proprietors to understand and appreciate more ferent units of College activity at a 
POSTERS, PLACARDS-- fully one another's character and time wihen all are avowedly "not 
BIG TYPE PRINTERS. 
aims, to seek larger benefits from working." Here, through the mutual 
Aln CALHOUN PRESS- Quality Job Printers one another's labors and achieve- intere·st in bridge, billiards, or the 
356 Asylum Street, Hartford. ments in various fields of human ac- morning paper, the Freshman comes 
THE HEUBLEIN HOTEL 
BARBER SHOP 
Manicurist 
tivity, and more and more to cooper- into contact with men of other crowds 
ate in the realization of their !hope~ whom he might not have met for 
and ambitions. many weeks had he lacked this source 
The French people, during the war, of contact, and here every.one makes 
won our warm admiration for their friends whom ·they otherwise might 
spirit, their devotion to high ideals, never have possessed, had the place 
.Mulberry Street, Hartford, Conn. their •strength of character, and their of meeting been on the basis of class-
---------------- efficiency. The people of the UJlited rooms only. 
THE CASE, LOCKWOOD 
and BRAINARD CO. 
PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS 
AND PAPER RULERS 
States should know them better in Here also are held College meet-
the future, should strengthen the ings for the purpose of mutual en-
bonds of friendship between the two joyment~smokers, sings and lee-
nations, and should increase their tures; others for the stimulation of 
cooperation in the advancement of interest and the unification of effort 
Corner Pearl and Trumbull Streets civilization acc·ording to their com- in college activities such as athletics. 
Hartford, Conn. mon ideals. Thus it comes about that the Union 
The Trinity 
Refectory 
H. A. STEVENS, Proprietor. 
Full information is given in is at the same time both one of the 
"Science and Learning" of the rich best producers, and at the same time 
oppol'tunities afforded to American one of the best indicators of that 
students in ·every field of study and strange feeling called "College 
research. The graduate of an Amer- Spirit." "College Spirit" shows it-
ican college who desires to proceed self in athletics and other campus or-
to an advanced degree will find that ganizations, but the thing itself is 
a French university degree equivalent the product of a un.ity of interest and 
in standing to the Ph. D. of an Ameri- enthusiasm which is obtained only by Dining Room Open 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. 
can university of recognized standing, friendly social intercourse. And this 
and declared by the French university is the end w\hich the Union sets out 
Visit also the LUNCH ROOM at the authorities to have the same scien- to bring abou~o solidify the r ela-
UNION- Open till 11.30 P· m. tific and academic value as the state tions and the interests of the student 
OH BOYS! 
Don't forget to call on 
The Professional Building 
Barber Shop. 
{;9 High Street, Hartford, Conn. 
doctorate, doctorat d'Etat, can now body by providing means and occa-
be obtained in all of the faculties of sions for recreation and mass meet-
the University of Paris and in all of ings, and for the cooperative selling 
the other sixteen French universities, of eatables and books, thus achieving 
while opportunities for study in the a spirit which will show itself ulti-
specialized national and independent mately in victories on the athletic 
institutions are also available to him. field , successful glee clubs, firm 
The degrees, diplomas and certifi- friendships, and fast college loyalty. 
BLIND ALUMNUS. 
(Continued from page 1.) 
men to graduate in a class of approx-
imately f,OOO, and his grade in the 
three-day written examination was 
ninety-nine per cent. 
Immeln plied his trade in Hartford 
for a short time after his return, but 
his keen desire for an advanced edu-
cation prompted him to enter Trinity 
College in the fall of 1918. During 
that year the students' army training 
corps was in full swing and the blind 
man was accepted as bugler and band-
master of the troop. When the arm-
istice was signed he had been ac-
cepted for that capacity in the regu-
lar army with slight restrictions. In 
those chaotic days the kind of educa-
tion that he relished was an impossi-
bility, so he left the college for two 
years, turning his piano-repairing 
trade to advantage. 
In the fall of 1921 'he returned to 
Trinity as a sophomore. He majored 
in English, social sciences and the 
classics, with the end in view of pre-
paring himself for the teaching of 
the •blind. He took advanced courses 
in Latin, French, German and Greek, 
taking his examinations on his type-
writer and learning his lessons 
through readers and the Braille sys-
tem. 
Immeln participated in all the col-
lege activities, being a member of 
the Senate, pr~ident of Alpha Tau 
Kappa Fraternity and a member of 
the track team. Shot-putting was 
his fol' te in athletics. He attended 
all the games and dances. Among 
his athletic accomplishments are 
swimming, ice skating and gymna-
sium work. During the fires last year 
he was of no small help to the police 
through his intuitive powers. 
During the past summer Immeln 
was connected with the State Board 
of Education of the Blind, doing home 
teaching and investigation work. 
"The education of the blind in Con-
necticut has increased in efficiency 
100 per cent. in the last five years. 
His work in this field has not been 
confined to the past few months, for 
Immeln spent his spare time at col-
lege working in the interests of the 
blind. 
Immeln's case is all the more re-
markable for the fact that he has 
never been dependent. When not 
playing, tuning or repairing pianos, 
he has met his college expenses by 
stenography; he is capable of typing 
ninety words a minute. 
During his graduate year at Har-
vard he intends to concentrate on 
such subjects as the management of 
public institutions and social science 
and its technique, studies which he 
believes will equip him for his w.ork, 
the education of the blind. 
"My aim," declares Immeln, "along 
with the aim of all other educators 
of the blind, is to clear up the erron-
eous opinion that the public holds of 
blind people. A blind man is no dif-
ferent from the man who has perfect 
(Concluded on page 4.) 
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FACULTY COMMITTEES 
The following faculty committees 
for this year have been appointed: 
Adams, Galpin, Costello, Spaulding; 
On admission, Professor Rogers; ori 
status of students, Professors Krieble, 
Costello, Parsons and Stone; on ath-
letics and college organizations, Pro-
fessors Perkins, Rogers, Swan, Gal-
pin and Drew; on course of study, 
Professors Babbitt, Perkins, Humph-
rey and Dadourian; on graduate stu-
dents, Professors Kleene, Swan, 
Humphrey and Krieble; on electives, 
Professors Dad0urian, Allen, Parsons, 
Spaulding and Burkett; on discipline 
and rules, Professors Babbitt, Kleene, 
Barret and Allen; on the catalogue, 
Professors Barret and Burket; joint 
education committee, Professors Per-
kins and Barret. 
TRAINING CAMP. 
(Continued from page 1.) 
in an off-tackle play. He was hit by 
three men and was unable to regain 
his feet. · He was taken to the New 
London Hospital with the leg broken 
in three places. His injury will make 
it impossible for him to play for the 
rest of the year. 
The team returned to Hartford 
Saturday. This will leave almos't 
two weeks of preparation before the 
Connecticut Aggies game. 
The personnel of the new Trinity 
eleven is still uncertain. However, a 
few speculations are possible. Three 
of the stellar ba,ckfield combination 
are Captain Kennedy, McKniff and 
Keating. The quarterback position 
is being contested by Reilley and 
Murphy. Other backfield men are 
Mullen and Burr. The most popular 
berth in respect to the number of 
candidates is end. The likely wing 
men are O'Brien and Thomas, but 
Peiker, W. Merchant, Avitable, 
Humphrey, Wilcox, Baroer, Mancoll 
and Hadlow are close at their heels. 
Anderson, star guard of last year's 
outfit, has been shi:tited to center. 
Pryor, of last year',s freshman team, 
is competing for the same position. 
MeN ally is most pr01bable of the 
guard competitors. There is plenty 
of poundage among the other aspi-
rants, Pollock, Birmingham, Valerius 
and Pitcher. Noble will unquestion-
ably be one of the tackles, if he 
passes his eligibility examinations. 
The opposite berth is coveted by Ter-
rell and Daly. 
The first home practice was held 
last Mond·ay. The outlook for the 
Storrs game September 29 is favor-
able. Last year was the first time 
that Trinity was outpointed in any 
sport by the ~gricultural students, 
and according to Coach Drew and the 
football team it is not likely to re· 
occur in football this year. 
Kenneth D. Smith, '25, is assistant 
sporting editor of the "Hartford 
Courant." 
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GEOLOGY OF TRINITY 
COLLEGE ESCARPMENT 
By Edward Leffingwell Troxel, 
Assistant Professor of Geology. 
With the farthest stretch of the 
imagination one cannot grasp the 
significance of the changes that have 
been wrought during geological time. 
It is difficult to conceive, as we feel 
the comi<>rt of the conservative New 
Engl•and environment, that the con-
ditions were ever greatly different 
from those we know today. W'e can 
hardly realize, in a place of such pres-
ent security, that there was once a 
time when great beasts stalked about 
Two distinct types of rock are eas-
ily distinguishable in the Triassic 
formations: first the sand&tones and 
shales; and second the trap of dia-
base, of igneous origin, which is noth-
ing other than cooled lava. The trap 
rock, which forms an extensive sheet 
covering hundreds of square miles in 
its wide distribution through the C<>n-
necticut Val!rey, lies on top of the red 
sandstones over which the lava flow-
ed. We must remember that the sep-
arate outcrops of rock are but the 
visible evidence of one continuous 
rock mass spreading over the oorth; 
the bedrock happens to be concealed 
for the most part under a mantle of 
soil and other loose material. 
THE TRIPOD 
timate that the displacement is about 
5000 feet. The lines of breaking or 
faulting must extend for miles along 
the surface of the ground, and the 
simplest interpretation of the Trinity 
escarpment postulates a fault rough-
ly panallel ·to the hill and extendoing 
a mile <>r more north and south. 
Davis, however, has continued this 
line on his map a distance of twenty 
miles further to the southwest! 
The Igneous Rocks. 
The upper thirty or thirty-five feet 
of the escar!}ment near the Museum 
are composed Qf minutely crystalline 
rock, the product <>f an extensive flow 
of lava extruded over the red sand-
stones beneath, covering an area of 
hundreds of square miles. This is the 
third and upper flow or series of 
flows <>f igneous rock, already men-
tioned. Although this d·ark colored 
KNEELAND IN CORFU. 
(Continued from page 1.) 
like a piece of Constantinople set 
down in Greece. Of course, only 
twelve ye·ars ago it was Turkey. It 
rather adds to its charm that it 
should be isolated. It has Turkish 
gardens - which one never forgets. 
I'm much interested in this old rogue, 
Ali Pasha, who was absolute ruler 
here and in all Epirus a hundred 
years ago. He was a curious char-
acter-quite merciless to all the 
Greeks yet became extremely helpful 
to them in their revoluti<>n by him-
self rising against the Sultan. After 
a few days here I am going on to 
Dodona, then return to Proviso, and 
take a boat to Patres, the start of a 
trip in the Peloponnesus." 
H erman M. Immeln, '23, winner of 
the Mary A. Terry Fellowship award-
ed last June, left Monday, September 
17, for Harvard University, where he 
intends to take up sociology as a ·can-
didate for the master of arts degree. 
Immeln's purpose is to equip himself 
for his chosen field, the education of 
the .blind. During the summer he 
was employed by the State Board of 
Education for the Blind. 
TRINITY TAILOR 
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the river fiats, and living on luxuri- From a general survey of the whole 
ant vegetation or devouring the flesh Connecticut Valley we know that 
of their unfortunate prey, left their there were three disrtinct outwellings 
footprints on the sands. Who would of lava and that the trap rocks here 
suspect from our present equa!ble sur- are a part of the last one, referred to 
roundings that this region was once technically as the posterior sheet; as 
held in the frozen grip of an arctic I a molten mass it was poured out upon 
climati:! through a long period of time1 the surface of the land in a very 
and that above us were piled thou- fluid state from some undiscovered 
sands of feet of glacial ice pushed vent in the earth's crust. The sedi-
along from a northern center of ac- m'entary rocks underlying the igneous 
cumulation? Still more difficuLt is sheet are made up of sandstones and 
it to picture in our minds the circum- shales, and as the name implies, were 
stances under Wlhich "an immeasur- formed from sediments brought by 
able force burst asunder the solid currents of water and wind and ac-
pavement of the globe", when the cumulated in enormous quantities. 
earth itself was opened up and That these deposits are continental 
streams of lava, not once but thrice, in origin rather than of the sea, can 
fl owed over the land , overwhelming be demonstrated by the absence of 
everything with floods of liquid fire. I marine and the presence of fresh-
diabase melts more easily than light- ============================== 




All these things did take place and Wiater fossils, by the peculiar surface 
the r esult today is the escarpment, markings from ripples, drying, etc., 
the high ridge, the eminence whiclh by the presence of clastic mica and 
seems to be as if prepared by nature by the red and brown colors . The 
to ex·alt one of man's n~blest insti- sands and silts are estimated to have 
tutions, a college. We may read the reached a depth <>f thickness of 13,-
story <lf these events in the rocks 000 to 18,000 feet. 
themselves, where the record, written 
in a surprisingly legi·ble manner, chal-
lenges our diiigent investigation. 
Topography-The bold cliff of the 
westward facing escarpment extends 
in a long ridge fr<>m Trinity College 
past Goodwin Park and fot several 
miles in a .southerly and south-east-
erly direction, showing the influence 
of the hard rocks on the topography. 
The lava rock is more resistant to 
the processes of erosion and, there-
fore, furnishes a strong capping to 
protect the slightly softer .and more 
easily eroded shales and sandstones 
beneath. 
All of these rocks slope or dip 
eastward with an inclination of eigh-
teen degrees; therefore, the rocks 
plunge far beneath the surface on 
the east side of the campus even 
where the land is at a J.ower level. 
The object of this descri!}tion of 
the geological formations of the Trin-
ity Campus, is to set forth the strik-
ing features in a way that may serve 
as a guide both for the student of 
geoJ.ogy and the chance visitor to this 
interesting place. The wealth of 
evidence of earth-phenomena revealed 
'n the small space deserves a treat-
ment of this nature, and offers a 
practical laboratory for the study of 
the sciences of geology. Phenomena 
of geological history and structure, of 
m)etamorphism, of mineralogy, and of 
glaciation, illustrate many well es-
tablished principles . This panticular 
series of deposits has •been mentioned 
n publications by Barrell, Rlice, Greg- The solid rock is covered, for the 
ory, Davis, Shepard, Percival and most· part, with glacial material and 
Silliman. Professor Silliman, as early is hidden from view except along the 
as 1830, wrote a long description of very edge of the escarpment. 
the formation which had already been Because we find in other parts of 
known as a valuable rock quarry for the valley, ledges of the same Tria·s-
a hundred years. Dr. C. J. Muller, sic rock similarly dipping eastward, 
Trinity, '17, has made a careful study we conclude that the original deposit 
of the mineral vein, and I have drawn was broken up into an harmonious 
freely from his copious notes in writ- system ·of eastward tilting, faulted 
ng the paragraphs dealing with the blocks. The structure as a whole has 
mineralogy. been compared to a window shutter, 
General Geology. I where the separate slats or units are 
A glance at the talble of geological tilted equally and in the same direc-
per iods shows us that the Age of tion. From the angle of dip and the 
Reptiles, the Mesozoic era, beg.an with distance between consecutive ridges 
the Triassic and that this same pe- in the valley, we can estimate the 
riod marks the time of origin of the amount of movement between adja-
r ocks forming our escarpment; with cent blocks, ·provided there are no in-
the exception of Pleistocene glacia- termed.iate and unseen faults; for 
t ion, our attention will be directed this particul·ar fault, which caused the 
to t he Triassic almost exclusively. escarpment at Trinity College we es-
timated that the tempera:ture requir-
ed to produce the degree of fluidity 
necessary for such an extensive flow 
must have •been 1300 degrees C. 
(which equals 2400 F.) 
Physical Features - The· primary 
physical features, those which are in-
herent in the rock and were contem-
poraneous with its formati<>n, may be 
summed up under composition, tex-
ture, and structure. The outstanding 
characteristics are the dark color of 
the freshly broken surface, indicating 
the iron-m-agnesian content, the min-
utely crystalline, almost dense tex-
ture, the presence of vesicles or bub-
bles in certain parts and the irregu-
lar, broken, flow structure in local 
areas. From all of these, except the 
dark color, it is reasoned that the 
flow was an extrusive one. The rap-
id cooling did not permit large crys-
tals to grow as is the case in granite; 
furthermore, it caused the rock to 
solidify while under no great pres-
sure and accordingly preserved the 
vesicular and porous tevture caused 
by the released gases. P.articularly 
near the upper surfa-ce of the lava 
layer where the pressure fr<>m the 
super-incumbent weight was least, is 
it porous and scoriaceous. A few 
feet of rock pressure, with the great-
er depth of lava and the increased 
weight, however, was sufficient to 
compress the gases causing the main 
mass of rock to become more dense. 
At the very bottom the vesicles arc 
again pres-ent and we as-sume that the 
thinner front of the r<>lling wave of 
hot material was quickly cooled here, 
preserving the impression of the jets 
of steam forced up from the moist 
sand beneath. 
(Continued in next issue.) 
BLIND ALUMNUS. 
(Continued from page 3.) 
vis ion; he is not of a separate class; 
he has the same ambitions, the same 
emotions, the same passions, the same 
thoughts as the normal man. All the 
average, intelligent blind man wants 
is a chance to demonstrate his ability. 
Blind men are working side by side 
with the men who can see in the of-
fices, the factories and the schools of 
Connecticut and their work is satis-
factory." 
~IPOD" SUBSCRIPTION slA~ 
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ORIGIN OF LIFE. 
(Continued fr~m.page 2.) 
there is seen (according to the tem-
perature) fog, clouds, rain, sleet, 
snow or ice. Even a scientist scarce-
ly ever thinks of those six such dif-
ferent looking things as being one 
thing. A;gain: various perm.utations 
H. FITCHNER G. CODRARO 
Proprietors 
27 Pearl St., Hartford, Conn. 
Branch Shop: 
2 Grove St., Old Times' Bldg. 
and combinations of the same ele- ----------------
ments will pr·oduce matter that va~ 
ries in appearance,-such as dia-
monds and coal. 
"When I read page 57, and before 
my embryonic hypothesis ol' a thought 
had materialized :into conviction, I 
wrote on the margin of the page: 
'Perhaps (just as an arid sandy 
desert will blossom forth with flowers 
after a rain,-where no flowers have 
been seen f<lr many years) as the 
'red-hot-ness' cools., its very process 
of cooling creates protoplasm.' 
"I then finished reading Butler'·s 
booklet, which only had 63 pages, and 
then turned back to page 57 and read 
what I had written on its margin. 
I th<>ught that the analogy from flow-
ers to pr<>toplasm was not the best 
of its kind: so, mentally, I eliminated 
it. 
"And then as I thought of all the 
possible Ql'igins of Life, I felt that 
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is today, a flaming mass of incandes-
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as age succeeded age, it would grad-
ually cool and cool, until, finally, it 
had reached -a condition midway be-
tween what it is and wihat the earth 
is, tod-ay; then it was that, as I peer-
ed into that dim ·and distant future, 
I could see the sun a swirling, seeth-
ing mass of protoplasm,-of all kinds, 
species and sex. 
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